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The pace of gameplay has been increased to enhance ball control, speed and ball movement while empowering players with more power and speed through short, medium and long-distance passing, dribbling, shooting and heading. Precision passing and goal scoring are emphasized. Players will feel faster, more powerful and more accurate to deliver shots and headers
with more control while feeling more comfortable to take on multiple opponents. Players will feel more confident to head, shoot and pass the ball while advancing their game with the goal of each sport being played with an enhanced, more authentic feeling of a real-life match. In FIFA Ultimate Team, players will benefit from new and improved AI opponents that respond
intelligently to the increased pace of gameplay. Players will be more decisive in attacking situations and will make intelligent dribbling runs to exploit space more often. The AI will dynamically adjust its defensive positioning, adapting to the player’s style of play. FIFA Mobile sees a number of new features being introduced, including: Design Contest Mode – previously
released as a standalone app in August, design contests are back in FIFA Mobile for the first time. Up to 20 players from around the world can compete in Design Contests with the winning design being featured in the official FIFA Mobile app. Winning designs will also be available in the official mobile game. Players vs. Environment – The gameplay intensity in FIFA Mobile
has been increased, with players now feeling even faster and more powerful. Players will now sense the increased pace of gameplay in matches that are not perfectly flat, adjusting their heading and shooting. They will also benefit from being able to dribble at full pace against other players. The overall feel of the gameplay has been improved and the ability to control the
environment and create a match from scratch is being enhanced. New foul animations will be added to create new opportunities in high-intensity matches. In addition, an entirely new goalkeeper class will be introduced to help players feel even more at home. Ultimate Team – Unique to the Ultimate Team in FIFA Mobile, players will enjoy more options and more ways to
make their Ultimate Team collection more useful in football than ever before. Players can now enjoy playing in famous stadiums across the globe with a new “Climb the Ladder” mode. Competitions, Coaches and Clubs will now be available to build up to a high-intensity match and unlock rewards. Starting from Level 1, players will receive weekly rewards as they progress
through the different Play Styles as they progress through

Features Key:

Team of the Year update. The 20th anniversary Team of the Year is more varied than ever. Pick 20 players and 10 managers to help you dominate the world!
New Friends Skill Games. Unlock Rivals – a brand new mode that has you play either as a manager or a player and face off against the best of the best from around the world in FIFA Rivals.
Arsenal Stadium Update. Arsenal Stadium comes alive!
Passing Skills and Player Talents. Pass and Move, Overlapping Tackles, Inverted Tackles, Blind Assists, and Miscellaneous.
New Cars and Customs. Rebrand and remodel your favorite squad vehicles including the Burner, Famila, Rolling Fortress, Ascud, and Tub, ready for the next World Cup!
Influencer Popularity System & Feature Items. The new influencer popularity system lets you know how well your selected players are performing on Twitter and Facebook. And the feature items system has many new items that are sure to give you that added edge.
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"Get the feel of the beautiful game on and off the pitch." FIFA is a football simulation game for the Xbox 360, PlayStation 3, PlayStation 2, PC, PlayStation®2 and Wii. How does it work? We remove the artificial boundaries that separate the player from the football and allow you to immerse yourself in the game and challenge your friends in competitive and co-operative
gameplay. Our focus on FIFA gameplay has resulted in more than 30 game changing features, including an all-new Character Creator, the brand new Create A Player feature, enhanced Team Management tools, the new Player IQ and Player Traits that provide a deeper analysis of your playing style, and the ability to earn FIFA Ultimate Team items and earn FIFA coins on a
daily basis. What are the different versions of FIFA? "The gameplay is the most advanced ever in the series." FIFA is available on a broad range of platforms including Xbox 360, PlayStation 3, PlayStation 2, Wii, PC, PlayStation®2 and mobile. Each platform has its own unique gameplay focus and fan-favorite features. You can choose to play FIFA on Xbox 360 or
PlayStation 3 with incredible visuals and advanced gameplay, or play on a variety of other platforms with Madden NFL or NHL titles and Mini cars. Product Specifications FIFA 20 has phenomenal new gameplay: New character creator giving players unique abilities Tactical Retreat Control (TRC), new defense positioning system that makes it easier to play defensive More
intelligent gameplay with Player Intelligence, new Player Traits, and improved player positioning in-game Keepers that track cross balls and can make late stops Most precise pass and shoot ever created "Every detail has been tweaked to perfection" FIFA Online Seasons offer a new season with multiple game modes. Why is FIFA a great game? Pro Franchise Mode: Pro
Franchise Mode allows you to play for the team you love, starting as a rookie and building to a premiership success story. When you're done playing, you can go to one of 11 other leagues and play them too. Virtual Pro: Multiple game modes let you enjoy a pitch with your favourite real-life players. Whether your playing online or offline, take control of your footballers on
the pitch with authentic controls and feel like you're playing in a living, breathing stadium. Real Player Motion: The best players move with bc9d6d6daa
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The FIFA Ultimate Team is back again this year, with hundreds of new FUT items to collect and new ways to customize your Ultimate Team. Buy packs from a huge selection of new FUT cards (for both real money and packs) and items to upgrade your players and make your Ultimate Team truly unique. FIFA Ultimate Team – Game Changers – The Game Changers from
last year return with new FUT challenges and rewards, plus 10 new cards that are exclusive to FUT Game Changers. Seasons – The world has changed since you last played, and now you have to adapt and overcome. Create or join a new club, from five different nations, and then take on challenges from the elite level right down to local leagues. When all is said and done,
step up to the challenge of a FIFA World Cup™ match against the best FIFA players in the world, from a dozen nations. In Seasons, FIFA experience comes to life at an even higher level of immersion and competition. MUT Mobile – FIFA on your mobile device has just been taken to the next level with MUT Mobile, which takes your existing FIFA Ultimate Team to the next
level. Build your roster with more than 350 players, play with or against other like-minded friends, and earn rewards to purchase new players. MUT Mobile – Tournament Mode – FIFA Ultimate Team Tournament Mode is back with new ways to play and new rewards. Test your skills in any one of 60 tournaments, ranging from friendly competitions to leagues all the way to
the FIFA World Cup™, where the world’s best will compete in front of you. You can also compete against more than 90 friends in online tournaments, or tune into a range of curated live-streamed tournaments. Custom Matches – The Custom Matches have been given an upgrade, as both a new mode and a new way to play. Create the ultimate match and your own team
of players from scratch by choosing from hundreds of playable national teams, a wide range of kits, and an even wider range of stadiums. Or enter a fully customised challenge with your favourite players, and challenge friends to beat your best performance. No matter what you choose to do, Custom Matches have never been better. Online Matches – With a brand-new
Online Matchmaking system, even your friends will be able to challenge you. Play anytime, anywhere, against anyone – good or bad. My Career – With a brand-new Player Career system, you can become

What's new:

FIFA 22 introduces "HyperMotion Technology,” which uses motion capture data collected from real-life players playing a high-intensity football match, creating the most authentic football feeling on the PlayStation 4. Players’
movements, tackles, aerial duels and on-ball actions are now used to power gameplay for the first time.
FIFA 22 also introduces an all-new online suite, which combines one-club-at-a-time MP and online play, with the addition of online Interteam Play, where you can compete with your friends on two completely separate online game
modes and share progress between them. You can also watch live matches from all around the world, as well as join two-club game modes – offering four different modes from the start.
Players who subscribe to EA Access in addition to the standard version of the game will be able to play an enhanced version of FIFA 22 exclusive to EA Access subscribers for the first time, including Dynamic Yaw, the new
“HyperMotion” Engine, which improves ball physics and movement, Dynamic Transfer Updates and new online Master League.
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The best videogame in the world. Always innovating, always improving, always evolving. What's new in FIFA 22? NEW WAYS TO PLAY: Progressive Passing – Coordinate the ball with the direction you want it to move, and move it with
your teammates Dynamic Defending – All-new defensive mechanic allows you to make the right decision to win the ball back, or defend your goal with a smarter, smarter way to react Progressive Saves – Progressively improve the
goalkeeper’s skills so that he becomes the best in the world NEW MOMENTS IN FOOTBALL: The Engine – Every moment in the match is played out like a cinema with stunning graphics and smooth gameplay Competition – Your opponents
can level up as you can gain skill points and use them to improve your players’ skills Global World – Every country on the planet can be played as a playable nation or a part of the development team can be involved in the creation of a
new country for the first time in FIFA history NATIONAL TEAMS - BREAK THE MOLD: Like your national football team, you can select any 11 players and coach them to the top. New updates to the Dream Team system allow players to be
unlocked more easily when creating a Dream Team, and give more opportunities to unlock the best players. NEW CUSTOMISATION SYSTEM: Customise your players with kits and headgear from the 50th Anniversary of the FIFA Series.
Create your own Champions League dream team Updated Seasonal Overview – View the full season calendar, find all the info on upcoming International Matches, and see your best players rank during a season in Career mode
Integrated Team Browsers – Quickly and easily research your current and upcoming fixtures and upcoming transfers on all platforms Updated Matchday - Watch for upcoming fixtures, odds, line-ups, and more Flawless Cutscenes - Get
new cinematic moments, like a penalty taker making a perfect pass, or a goalkeeper making a miraculous save New Features - Audio Commentary, Interactive Training, Nutrition Recommendation, and much, much more Player Models -
With more than 1,500 player models, facial tracking, and much more to enhance the realism of the team, you will enjoy seeing your players come to life on the field of play. New Commentary - Featuring all the latest voices in football
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